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1
Answer all the questions
1. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given with in brackets
There is (1)……………..big picture on (2) ……………..wall at (3) ……………..back of
our classroom It is (4) ……………..beautiful picture of (5) ……………..flower garden
When We were having (6) ……………..English lesson our teacher took (7) ……………..
picture Off (8) ……………..wall and pinned it to (9) ……………..black board It was (10)
……………..Very interesting picture
(5 marks)
2. complete the following dialogue using the appropriate responses or questions
Given in the box below
A: Here’s a good shop. Shall we try to buy mother’s birthday present here?
B: (1) ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
A: What shall we buy?
B: (2) ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
A: That‘s good. She’ll be very happy.
B: (3) ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
A: She likes blue colour.
B: (4) ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
A: Then shall we buy that dark blue one with white flowers on it.
B: (5) ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
A: We want this dark blue saree. How much is it?
Salesman: Only nine hundred and fifty rupees.
B: Here you are
(5 marks)
3.

4.

Complete the sentences using the most appropriate word given within bractets.
A. I can’t …………………..you. Please come ………………….. ( hear , here )
B. She …………………..the plate …………………..the kitchen window. ( through ,threw )
C. Please don’t …………………………...time, Wear this belt round your ……….……....…………..
( waste,waist)
D. I …………………..with my …………………..hand (right , write )
E. Please don’t …………………..any more. Try yo reduce your ……………….. ( wait ,weight )
(5 marks)
Complete thefollowing dialogues using the prepositions given. There are two extra
Words
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
5.

6.

( At, in, into , between, to of, off )
Where is David ?
He’s (1) …………………….the kitchen.
Look There’s a man (2) ……………………the gate.
Who’s he?
Did you meet Helen?
I heard that she’s gone (3) ……………………England.
Where is your teacher ?
She went (5) …………………… the office.
Do you know where the super market is?
It’s (4) …………………… the peoples bank and the bookshop.

( 5 marks )

Write a paragraph about your future ambiyion include
 Why you selected this.
 The benefits of your aim.
 How you plan to reach your goal.
( 5 marks )
You are the secretary of the nature club. You have organized a shramadana to dean the
School premices Write a notice to be put up on the notice board.
___ Organizers of shramadana
___ Date
___ What you are hoping to do
___ Who the participants are
___ The things that the participants should bring.
___ Lunch and refreshments.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………....
(5 marks)
7. Read the following list of words and put them in the grid given .
1. Beauty
3. Greedy
5. Kindness
7. Care
9. Greatful
2. Useful
4. Carefully 6. Well
8. Helpful 10. Fast
Nown
Adjective
Verb
Adverb
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8.

(5 marks)
You have yollyball practices afterschool today. But you are unable to participate since
you are not well. Write a note to your teacher.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
(5 marks)
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9. Fill in the blanks using the words given
Neatly
slowly
early
kindly
nearly
well
here
Greedily
very
later
i. He’s not well, so he speaks very ……………………………………………………….
ii. The buses to Badulla stops ……………………………………………………….
iii. She’s ………………………………………………happy about her results.
iv.
The basket is ……………………………………full now .
v.
The train from Colombo to Galle is a fast train. It arrived at Nanuoya ……..……
vi.
We’ll discuss about the problems ………………………………………….
vii. ………………………………………… lend me your pen.
viii. The school band played the songs ……………………………………………………….
ix.
The girls dressed ……………………………………………………….
x.
The dog ate the meat ……………………………………………………….
(10 marks)
10. Read the following text and answer the questions given below.
There are some obvious differences between apes and humans .The apes all
have far more hair corering their bodies than we do. Their arms are much longer
and stronger; White their legs tend to be shorter and weaker. Apes can climb very
well and often swing about in the branches of tress .The usually walk on all fours.
This is known as knuckte walking, as they put their weight on their knuckles.
In spite of the fact that Apes are our close relatives, we have not treated
them well .We have killed them, Imprisoned them in 2005 and experimented on
them in laboratories .Worse much of The forest in which they live has been
destroyed .The orang utan, gorilla and gibbonAre all in danger of dying out, and
chimpanzees are much less common than they used to be.
1) What is this text about? ……………………………………………………….
2) What are the differences between apes and humans
a. 1.
b. 11.
c. 111.
d. 1v.
3) What is knuckle walking? ……………………………………………………….
4) Why do they face problems? ……………………………………………………….
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5) What are the animals that are endangered with extinction?
1.
111.
11.
1v.
(5 marks)
11. You are a member of the school net ball team .You have to participate in the zonol
Competitions you are unable to participate in this conpeticion as you are suffering
From fever . Write a letter to your coach informing the situation.
……………………………………………………….……………………………………………………….………………………
……………………………….……………………………………………………….………………………………………………
……….……………………………………………………….……………………………………………………….………………
……………………………………….……………………………………………………….………………………………………
……………….……………………………………………………….………………………………………………………………
(5 marks)
12. Read the following sentences and rewrite then as given in the example.
Eg –
1) My uncle repairs the bicycle.
The bicycle is repaired by my uncle.
2) The small children draw pictures on the walls.
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
3) Gayani arranged the table.
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
4) The secretary will post the invitation cards
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
5) Our ancient kings have built many tanks.
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
6) The workmen are building a tank
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
13. Write meaningful sentences from the phrases given in column “ A “ AND “ B “
A
B
One of the children
A brown cat and a black cat
Nageen and Akram
Geography
I
All
All the kings in Sri Lanka

Are Welcome
Am looking for a map
Was not in uniform
Are brothers
Are climbing a tree
Is an interesting subject
Is made of wood
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Some furniture

Is planning to go on a trip

Bread

Were not Sinhalese

A group of syudents

Is eaten with butter or jam

(5 marks)
14. Read the following utterences and find what they are Underline the correct word
1. “Let‘s go to the canteen “. ( instruction , Warning , Suggestion )
2. “ I promise I won’t come late again “ ( Warning , Promising ,resuest )
3. “ Be careful the road is slippery ( request , warning ,promising )
4. “May I go out “? (asking for permission, offering , introductng )
5. “ Would you like an ice cream ( offering , inviting , warning )
6. “ Meet my friend Mahala “ ( offering , introducing , request )
7. “ Happy new year “ ( request , offering , Wishing )
8. ” Could you tell me your address “ ( introducing, reuest ,inviting )
9. “ Walk along this lane and turv left at the next junction “
(Offering, request, instruction)
10. “ No smoking “ ( request , order , instruction )
(5 marks)
15. Write a letter to one of your friends inviting him/ her to your school “Maths day”
Include the following.
The date and time of the day
 Some events - exhibition , Drama , Work shop on games
 The chief quest for the day
 Request him to bring the camera
16. Write the speech you hope to do in the morning essembly on “ Road Safety “
Mention
 The importance of knowing road rules.
 Drunken drivers using the roads.
 Carelessness of pedestrians.
 Responsibilities of pedestrians and drivers. ( 10 marks )
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